Say each word from the following box.

climb, whole, soften, comb, wrap, knows, knife, limb, often, writing, whose, bomb

A letter is missing from each word. It is a letter spellers often forget because it is silent. Write the missing letter and then write the whole word.

bom___, _____, lim___, _______
___nows, _____, ___rap, _______
___nife, _____, ___hole, _______
___hose, _____, com___, _______
of___en, _____, clim___, _______
___riting, _____, sof___en, _______
Write a word from the box that sounds like these words:

hole______ rap______ no_______ who´s______

Use a word from the box in each sentence. You might add -s to a few words.

1. John __________ up the tree and tries to reach the top ____________.

2. When ice cream ___________ it ____________ drips.

3. Sandy ___________her hair and _____________ a bow around it.

4. Jim ___________ how to use a sharp ___________ properly.

5. ___________window was open when the water___________was dropped?

6. In your___________and spelling be sure to write the___________word when you write a word with a silent letter in it.
Use a word from the box in each sentence. You might add __s to a word.

Solution

1. climbs limb
2. softens often
3. combs wraps
4. knows knife
5. whose bomb
6. writing whole